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                                           Semester- II 

 

              BRITISH ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ENGLISH 

  There are differences between British and American English in spellings, 

pronunciation and meanings.  Here are a few words that are different in 

spellings with the same meaning. 

          British Words                   American Words 

1.  flat                                   apartment 

2. appetizer                           starter 

3. fringe                                bangs 

4. hairslide                            barrette 

5. grills                                  broil/ broiler 

6. sweets                               candy 

7. mobile phone                    cell-phone 

8. crisps                                 chips 

9. snakes and ladders            chutes and ladders 

10. wardrobe                           closet 

11. candyfloss                         cotton candy 

12. biscuit                               cookie, cracker 

13. anti-clockwise                  counter-clockwise 

14. cot                                    crib 

15. nappy                               diaper 

16. chemist                            drugstore 

17. aubergine                         eggplant 

18. junior /primary school     elementary school 

19. lift                                    elevator 

20.  motorway                       expressway/ highway 

21. chips                                French fries 

22. dustbin                            garbage can 

23. petrol                              gas/ gasoline 

24. bonnet                            hood 

25. skipping rope                 jump rope 

26. number- plate                licence plate 



27. off licence                     liquor store 

28. post box                         mailbox  

29. oven glove                    oven mitt 

30. dummy                          pacifier 

31. trousers                         pants 

           

32. car-park                    parking lot 

33. parting                      part (hair) 

34. full stop                   period (punctuation) 

35. public school           private school 

36. state school              public school 

37. dressing gown          robe, bathrobe 

38. shopping trolley       shopping cart 

39. pavement                 sidewalk 

40. sledge                      sled 

41. trainers                    sneakers 

42. football                    soccer 

43. hundreds and thousands   sprinkles (for ice cream) 

44. pushchair                stroller 

45. underground           subway 

46. braces                     suspender 

47. jumper                    sweater 

48. takeaway               takeout (food) 

49. drawing pin           thumbtack 

50. noughts and crosses     tic-tac-toe 

51. boot                       trunk (of a car) 

52. indicator                turn signal (on a car) 

53. vest                        undershirt 

54. holiday                  vacation 

55. waistcoat               vest 

56. flannel                  washcloth 

57. postcode               zip code 

58. autumn                 fall 

59. cinema                 movie 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

        FACING AN INTERVIEW AND DRESS CODE 

The basic things a candidate should do a day before an interview- 

1. A day before an interview, the candidate should take out a good outfit, 

neat and clean, properly ironed, wrinkle free 

2. All the essentials like the documents along with a resume, a water bottle 

etc should be packed in a bag or more preferably in a briefcase 

3. To check once the place of the interview 

4. Review the most important questions related to the subject 

5. To have a good knowledge about the company by researching about it 

6. To read a few important things about the place, state or district that the 

interview would be held 

7. To have a proper diet-healthy and preferably light dinner and make 

preparations for a healthy breakfast 

8. Do not forget to set the alarm clock. 

 

    IMPORTANT TIPS TO FOLLOW TO APPROACH AN INTERVIEW 

1. Practice the perfect body language and eye contact. Eye contact should be 

made with all the members of the panel. Negative body language should 

be avoided. 

2. To look prepared, the candidate should have a resume for all the panel 

members. 

3. The briefcase should not be kept on the table. It should be kept on the 

floor. 

4. At the end of the interview, each of the panel members should be thanked 

with a handshake. 

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE ETIQUETTES THAT A 

CANDIDATE SHOULD MAINTAIN DURING AN INTERVIEW 

1. Greet the interviewers with a ‘very good morning’ if it is before 12 

pm. However, after 12 pm, the candidate must greet with ‘a good 

afternoon’. 



2. The cell phone must be switched off to avoid distractions of any kind 

3. Communication expert tell us that 80% of our communication with 

others is non-verbal. One of the best ways to connect with people and 

build trust is to look them in the eye. Therefore, eye-contact is also 

important during an interview. 

4. Another non-verbal way to connect with people is to give a firm 

handshake. A perfect handshake should last from three to six seconds. 

5.  One of the most common interview mistakes is talking too much. It is 

easy to ramble and over explain things if the interviewer is a person of 

few words. It is preferable to let them take the lead during the 

interview 

6. The candidate should never take over the interviewer and should only 

answer or discuss after the interviewer has spoken his/her part. 

7. Sitting up straight and leaning slightly forward is considered a good 

posture. 

8. Always arrive 15 minutes early at the venue. 

 

NEGATIVE BODY LANGUAGE 

1. A strong handshake 

2. Too many hand gestures 

3. Having a weak handshake 

4. Touching the face 

5. Not sitting up straight 

6. Crossing the  arms 

7. Playing with something on the table 

8. Using the mobile phone 

9. Breaking knuckles 

10.  Not smiling 

11. Avoiding eye contact 

DRESS CODE 

For men- Formal interview dress should be a light coloured shirt 

like white or light blue, the coat (if worn) should be either black, 

blue or grey, The trousers must be black and formal. No jewelleries 

and a formal watch should be worn. Hair must be cut short. No 

long beard should be kept. 



For women- Light coloured shirt like white or light blue, the coat 

must be black, blue or grey, the skirt should be knee length and 

black in colour or black trousers. A formal watch is preferred. 

Minimal and simple jewellery. Hair can be tied as a bun. 

 

 

 


